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FOREWORD

I am happy to share a resource manual – COMPUTER CLASS FOR NGOs: A WAY TO
BRIDGE THE DIGITAL DIVIDE – HANDBOOK FOR REPLICATION – that has been compiled
by my colleagues at the Foundation. The Manual seeks to document a step by step
approach to providing basic IT skills to NGO functionaries for replication elsewhere. The
compilation is based on an actual programme that was successfully delivered by TMF at
TechM Office, Sharda Center, Pune from June-August 2012. This was done in
partnership with CSR-Pune as part of the TMF Volunteering Programme (TVP). We are
grateful to all who volunteered to teach as well as organise this initiative.
Being part of the CSR of an IT Company, Tech Mahindra Foundations feels it is important
that we do our bit to bring about Social Transformation through ICT (Information &
Communication Technology). I sincerely wish this Manual is a small step in that
direction. Of course, it is not mandatory that any fresh initiative should follow exactly
the steps outlined in this manual.
As always my colleagues at the Foundation shall be available for any assistance. You
may get in touch with them by mailing at tmf@techmahindra.com
VINOD C KHANNA
Principal Consultant
Tech Mahindra Foundation
Dated - 26 November 2011
Noida, India
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Computer Class for NGOs
A way to BRIDGE THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
INTRODUCTION
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is today regarded as a powerful tool
for social transformation. However, to make this happen on the ground a lot of effort is
needed as more often than not NGO functionaries lack skills in basic computer and
internet usage. Corporate volunteering can make a tangible difference to this if an
organised effort is made whereby the beneficiaries (NGO functionaries) are provided
basic IT skills training by corporate executives keen on sharing their time and talent. The
training can be provided at the corporate premises after taking due permissions.
The Tech Mahindra Foundation in partnership with CSR-Pune (a CSR forum in Pune)
undertook such a training exercise at the Tech Mahindra office in Sharda Center, Pune in
June/July 2011. The effort was quite enriching. Since then there has been considerable
demand from other Tech Mahindra offices around the country to initiate a similar
programme – which has been christened BRIDGING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE.
In order for this programme to be replicated a TRAINING MANUAL in the form of a
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) has been prepared through this e-pamphlet.
TMF would be circulating this SOP as per demand from within as well as outside Tech
Mahindra. The same is also uploaded on our online resource center – the TMF Wiki at
www.tmfpartners.wikidot.com

Team Tech Mahindra Foundation
December 2011
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BRIDGING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE – A STANDARD OPERATION PROCEDURE (SOP)
(Assuming it is a Sunday 3 hour Class)
1) Initiate an awareness campaign across the organisation as well as the NGOs in the
city regarding the start of such a class. Use methods that are effective – based on
local experience
2) Update details of the proposed Class on the CSR/organisation website and start
registrations – both teachers or instructors (corporate volunteers) and learners
(NGO functionaries) through mailers/follow up calls/meetings
3) A maximum of 2 persons from each NGO should be invited
4) Permissions to be taken if the class is held in the organisation premises:
a) Room to be allocated - Centre Council/concerned department at the location
b) Computers be disconnected from the LAN network
c) Security clearance for the students to enter the premises
d) Entry badges for all students - Collect a I-card sized photo and identify proof
from learners, submit to the security office and get the photo pass for the course
period
e) Identify the gate/route for entrance and exit (as far as possible avoid the
business areas/restricted area). Confirm this with the security and ask for their
assistance
5) Syllabus to be tweaked with the help of ESG/Training Department (ref Annexure 1
for a sample Syllabus)
6) List out the sessions for the class with topics
7) Get the time-table finalized with volunteers who will teach
8) Mail all teachers the syllabus and time table
9) Have a conference call / meeting with all volunteers (teachers as well as others who
may like to help out) to explain the requirements of this class and the level of
students attending it
10) Send all students the details of the time / place and topics to be taken in each class
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11) Ask them to get the printout of registration form, letters from their NGOs and a fee
if being paid (we advice that a nominal amount be charged to get ownership from
the learners)
12) Send an invite to all teachers for the inaugural day
13) Invite senior persons of the organisation for the inauguration - especially everyone
who helped set up the class
14) Arrange for light snacks as the participants come from afar for the 3-hour class
15) Get the attendance sheet ready with names of all participants , names of volunteer
teachers, volunteers and module being taken ( draft attached)
16) Give a copy of the attendance sheet for the day to the security personnel
beforehand
17) Get volunteers to help out with welcoming the students and showing them the class
and introducing them to the teachers.
18) Make sure all students are accompanied to the class
19) Welcome all to the class and introduce the teachers who will be teaching them.
20) Allow for some interaction between them
21) Explain the rules of being in the campus and the security concerns they have to
always keep in mind
22) Invite teachers for the next session to come a week before to get an idea of the level
of students and familiarize themselves with the class
23) Keep copies of notes to be given at end of session
24) Take e-mail id of teachers so that they can assess the HW sent by students
25) Keep half hour during every session for revision and discussion of HW given during
the previous week.
26) Send an update to all teachers volunteering every Monday (assuming it’s a Sunday
Class), thanking teachers who taught the previous day and confirming next week’s
teachers
27) Give details of the class (number of students and teachers taught) in the mail.
28) Every week work:
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a) Mail a thank you note to teachers on Monday
b) Send a reminder mail to the volunteers who have signed in to teach with details
of the syllabus so that they can prepare it in advance.
c) In case the teacher is not free, ask him/her to recommend or send a
replacement. If not, interchange the dates with another teacher or search a new
person who can help out
d) Invite teachers taking later classes also to attend some of the sessions before
theirs so that they get an idea of the levels of the students. The Training Dept
group is ready to help out any volunteer teacher in case required. So also the
volunteers who come in every week and help out the students while they are
being taught
e) Mail request for refreshments on Friday to the concerned persons
f) Get attendance sheet ready and give it to the security personnel Sunday morning
g) Make sure that the refreshments are ready and served on time
29) Final day preparations:
-

Collate notes of all sessions and send to the students

-

Draft out the question paper- send it to all teachers for their inputs

-

Get copies made for final day evaluation

-

Get feedback forms ready for the students

-

Invite all teachers to come on the last day for a review and conduct the exams

-

Prepare certificates to be given at the end of the course to students (Confirm the
spelling of participants’ name before writing on the certificates)

-

Get it signed by relevant persons

-

Get the volunteer/teacher appreciation certificates ready

-

Invite senior persons and all connected with the course for the certificate
distribution ceremony on the last day

-

A brief presentation to be made on the last day giving glimpses of all teachers
who taught the class

30) Final day- exam, felicitation, vote of thanks
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31) Click pictures
32) Collect the feedback forms and the gate pass from all students
33) Follow-up with the people who have missed the ceremony for submission of
gate pass and giving of the certificate
34) Thank all the people concerned with a Dear all-mail.
35) Upload on Techmate, FB and CSR site
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Draft of each class attendance sheet
CSR PUNE COMPUTER CLASS
TECH MAHINDRA, PUNE
DATE AND DAY:
VENUE: TR2, Sharda Annexe, Sharda centre, Pune.
SESSION NAME:
TRAINERS:
VOLUNTEERS:
S.No

Name

Name of NGO

Contact no Attendance
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Annexure 1 - SYLLABUS
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ANNEXURE 2
TECH MAHINDRA SHOWS THE WAY – A CASE STUDY
The idea of a computer class for the staff of NGOs
came as part of a feedback after the inaugural
event of CSR Pune in early May. This is a forum
where many corporate houses in Pune come
together on a common platform and undertake
CSR initiatives together.
The staff in an NGO often has problems using a
computer for even basic requirements like
making a presentation, working on an excel sheet or navigating the internet while
searching for information or sending an email. Most of them are wonderful field
workers with a strong social service background but they lack the confidence to make
use of a computer to improve and make their work easier.
TechM is one of the few corporate houses which has an office in the city and also willing
to take on the challenge of having classes held within its premises.
The in-house education services group at TechM, headed by Vaishali Pathak was happy
to be involved in this cause. The basic syllabus was given by Infosys and then Vaishali
and her team (Dhananjay and Satyajeet) worked on it, tweaking it further to make it
easy enough for the NGO staff to understand. The syllabus has been divided into 9
sessions of 3 hours each. (Refer Annexure 1)
Necessary permissions and approvals from ISG and FMG were required and given to
hold these classes every Sunday at Sharda centre
over 10 weeks. HR was also helpful by sponsoring
tea and snacks for these students during every
class.
Vaishali then spread the word around for
volunteers required to teach these sessions. Soon
there was a list of very competent people eagerly
volunteering to come to office on a Sunday
morning!!
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Each session was managed by a minimum of 2 teachers who prepared and came
prepared with notes and worksheets for the students. The interactive session with 31
students was highly appreciated by everyone present! A couple of Infosys executives too
came every Sunday to be part of the class. There was a lot of positive feedback from the
students and many more people were eager for us to start the next course. The initial
course got over on 21 August 2011 culminating on the 10th week where we planned a
small test and gave participation certificates.
The students were more confident after the course
and took away lots of learning with them. We hope
that they encourage other staff and students of
their NGO also to get rid of their fear of computers.
Now that they have become a little more computer
savvy, we hope to get a better response in terms of
the replies and reports they send us, presentations
we ask for, help us get a clearer financial picture
during our audit and finally see a more confident
NGO personnel in front of us.
Vidya Jayakrishnan
Tech Mahindra Foundation
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A CLASS IN ACTION – A FIRST PERSON NARRATION- Module 7- Searching the
Information you need
2. 31 learners enrolled from 17 NGO’s
3. Out of the enrolled NGOs, 6 are current
TMF partners
4. Curriculum designed as per the needs of
the NGOs
5. Attendance sheet is diligently
maintained
6. Classroom environment was positive
and conducive to interactive learning.
Some of the highlights were --a. Instructors and learners reached on time
b. There was a sense of purpose, seriousness and commitment all around
c. Right amount of humour was on display. This was spontaneous and
meaningful --- and was assisting the teaching-learning process
d. Deepa Pande (TechM) and Ajay Kolhatkar (Infosys) were the instructors
for the day
e. There was good synergy and collaboration between the 2 instructors as
they delivered the module
f. Instruction was bi-lingual --- English and Marathi. This was resulting in
proper communication
g. Though the class timings were from 9.30am to 12.30pm neither the
instructors nor the learners were keen to leave. Finally, all were
requested to go home at 2pm!!
h. NGO reps displayed a keen desire to learn and understand. It was
apparent that this was a golden opportunity for them
7. One of the NGO reps comes from as far as 65 kms and is a teacher in a tribal
school. He starts his journey to Sharda at 6.30am!!
8. TechM volunteers Prasad and Bhushan appeared very enthusiastic and
committed
9. Vaishali Pathak from TechM ESG has been involved in curriculum development
10. Sushrut Vaidya from Infosys was also present. He is excited about this effort and
also feels there is a crying need for such initiatives to assist the NGO’s
11. The class came across as a breath of fresh air. There was remarkable synergy and
sense of purpose visible all around. That volunteering can be genuinely
meaningful and outcome oriented is proved through this collaborative effort
12. On going through the feedbacks of learners and instructors it is evident that the
class has been a success and has achieved its objective of training NGO reps in
basic computer skills --- a crying need at the NGO level. Learners have provided
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valuable feedbacks and suggestions to make this effort even more meaningful.
These we should keep in mind while planning the next session
13. The challenge is --a. Assessing the level of learning acquired --- through a simple post-test.
This need not be very complicated and should only assess functional
capability acquired. We must recognise the fact that many NGOs are not
equipped with computers and so their functionaries might not have been
able to practise much in-between classes
b. Exploring ways by which NGOs can have access to computers --otherwise this learning may go waste without application. TechM
computer donations could be linked to some of these NGO’s
c. Translating what is learnt into application/use at the NGO level. Existing
TMF partners in Pune need to be assisted
d. Replication of this effort elsewhere in TechM/MSat around the country.
Also, other corporates/NGO’s can be the hosts
e. Ensuring sustainability of this effort --i. TechM donates Computers to NGO’s from time to time. It may be
worthwhile to donate some of these to set up such classes in local
NGO’s
ii. These classes can be self-sustaining as all learners pay 500-700/ as
fee
iii. TMF should seriously think of funding some of the successful
classes from FY12-13 as a critical effort towards the use of ICT for
social transformation by bridging the digital divide
Nikhil Pant
Tech Mahindra Foundation
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